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Sector: Consumer Goods
Industry: Personal Products
Current Price: $25.30
Target Price: $30.96

Revelon: REV
Marion HORRY

The main activity of Revelon (REV) is to manufacture, markets and sell personal care product as well as beauty
products. The company is offering a variety of products to customers such as cosmetics, hair color, hair care,
beauty tools, fragrances, deodorants, and skincare products.
To distribute its product the company is using different channels such as retailers, stores, hypermarkets, general
stores, e-commerce, television shopping, department stores, cosmetic stores, and perfumeries.

BUY
Current Price:
Target Price:
Market Cap:
Beta:
52-Week range:
Volume:

$ 25.30
$30.96
1.33B
0.49
$25.25 – $37.96
29,796

Thesis:

Catalysts:

For the next following year, REV will ensure revenue
growth by expanding their brand on the international
market. At the same time, REV will be able to ensure
a strategic shift in order to increase its brand image
and to create products that fits well the demand for
customers. Moreover, REV will continually to
exercise its competitive advantage on profitability
compare to its competitors.

The next earning is on April 31, 2017. This can increase
the volatility of the stock and help to reach the target
price.



Short Term(within the year):

 Mid Term(1-2 years):
The strategic Shift will increase margins and help to
reach target price.
 Long Term(3+):
The expansion of the company will ensure revenue
growth in the long run.

New Market Expansion Strategy:
REV is operating internationally and nationally. In 2016, the net sales generated by the United State geographic
area decrease by 100 basis point compare to 2015, but the dollar amount of sales remain higher in 2016 (
$1,271.2 million) than in 2015 ( $1,043 million). On the opposite side the international geographic area
emphasized an increase of revenue of 100 basis point from $870 million to $1,062 million.

The decrease in percentage of sales with the United States can be explained by consumers shit in purchase
habits. Consumers shit toward special stores and online channels. On the opposite side, there is a growing
demand for REV products on the international market. REV will continue to expand its brands in Asia and in
Latin America area in order to take advantage of growth opportunity. This will ensure that REV will gain new
market share and they will ensure revenue growth for the following period.

New plan to attract customers:
REV consumers are shifting their purchase from mass retailers to specialty beauty and from online channels.
Rev put in place different plans to increase their market shares and to ensure revenue growth.
The first strategic move of REV is create new innovative products. This year, REV have launched 3 new
products which are shampoo, conditioners, and permanent hair color. In order to be able to innovate Rev
develop its research and development service to create new products, introduce line extensions, to improve
existing products to target well customers preferences. By looking at the amount invested in research and
development between 2015 and 2016, it is possible to see the shift in strategy. Between 2015 and 2016, the
research and development cost increased by 20%.

The second strategic shift made by Rev is to modernize and to improve the brand image of the company. It is
possible to see that REV had invested in brand image by looking at its selling, general and administrative
expenses. Between 2015 and 2016, the SG&A increased by 14%. REV has starting to put in place this strategy
and will continue to increase its brand awareness in order to offset and to reduce the shift in customer
purchasing preferences. This will help REV to create customers shopping experience.

Cost Control Management:
Rev is putting in place a strategy to be able to grow profitably and to improve its operating performances. The
main objective of this strategy is to increase the gross margin. By putting in place this strategy, the company
wants to achieve less product return, decrease inventory level and markdowns.
By looking at the cost of revenue of REV, it is possible to see that historically, REV had lower cost compare
to the last 12 months. By comparing REV to its competitors, it is possible to see that REV is more able to
generate margin after paying all cost of revenue. During the last 12 month, competitors had 44.84% of cost for
the total revenue compare to REV which had 38.38% of cost for tis total revenue. Thus, REV has a real
competitive advantage on its gross profit margin compare to its competitors.

By looking at the profitability ratio, it is possible to see that REV has a competitive advantage compare to its
competitors. The gross margin ratio shows that the company is retaining more revenue than its competitors
after paying its cost of goods sold. It means that REV retains $0.6856 for every $1 generated in revenue. By
looking at the operating profit margin, it is possible to say that REV is able satisfy its creditors and its
shareholders. The profit margin ratio shows that REV is more profitable than its competitors. The ratio
shows that Rev is able keeping $0.1511 for every $1 of sales.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, it is important to notice that REV will expand in new market in order to ensure revenue growth.
Moreover, REV is putting in place new strategic shift in order to ensure revenue growth and top gain market
shares. At the same time, REV will be able to increase and preserve its competitive advantage of profitability.

